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Whatever you sell – from paper clips to printers to hand painted pottery – you have to
get it in the hands of the people who will use it if you want to be successful. You can do
that using the direct strategy of selling directly to end users, or through an indirect plan
established with companies that will sell your products for you. Many businesses use a
combination of direct and indirect strategies. There are pros and cons to each method,
and the way you decide to sell can depend on what you're selling, who will buy it, how
involved you want to be in the sales and more.

Understand Direct/Indirect Plan Distribution

Think of the sales channels as chains that run from you to your end users; any
intermediaries you use in the channel are links in the chain. You can choose any of the
four by considering which would be the best way to get your products (or services) in
the hands of the people who want/need them. According to Cleverism, there are three
traditional channels and a fourth that should be added:

1. Direct sales to the consumer by you and your sales staff.
2. Selling through brokers (who don't handle the shipping or invoicing) and

distributors (who handle all those tasks); they keep a percentage of the sale as
their profit.

3. Selling through wholesalers and retailers, who buy products from you and resell
them.

4. E-commerce – selling directly to end users over the internet – eliminates the need
for making sales calls and presentations, tracks inventory and generates invoices.

Deciding which channel or channels to use depends on whether you want to hire, train
and pay a sales team or pay wholesalers, dealers or retailers to carry and represent your
product line. Doing the selling in-house means you can be more informed about who
uses your products because you'll get their direct feedback. Hiring an intermediary costs
less in overhead, according to Map My Customers, and can be more efficient, according
to Cleverism, but removes you from interfacing with the end user. E-commerce is most
efficient, but doesn't let end users see the products in person before they buy.

Coordinate Your Channels and Brand Image

If you decide to use intermediaries – instead of or in addition to direct selling –
assemble an indirect plan with channels that fit your brand image, Lumen advises. A
simple indirect strategy example is that if you sell tennis equipment and supplies, look
at intermediaries that have experience selling sports equipment, such as a wholesaler
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who sells to many retailers; or, if you sell to the retailers, choose those where end users
expect to find these products, i.e. tennis clubs/stores and larger retailers that sell a wide
variety of sports equipment.

Be sure you know exactly where your products will be sold, however. If you sell high-
end equipment, such as fitted racquets that serious players will pay more for, offering
them for sale in a big box discount store would not be a good fit. Shoppers there look for
lower priced equipment for beginners, so you won't make many sales, but even worse is
the damage that could be done to your image. Custom shops won't want to carry your
line if it can also be found in discount stores because that would tarnish their store's
brand, too.

Take Good Care of Your Channel Partners

Good resellers and distributors have their pick of the companies whose products they
represent, so you'll need to sweeten your deal to attract and keep them. Boston
Consulting Group (BCG), which specializes in technology products, recommends
making it easy and pleasant to get on board and to work with you. Have solid but easily
understood training on your products so they can get up to speed quickly.

Many tech customers like to buy all their equipment from one source, perhaps mixing
vendors, so it's important to simplify your pricing to make quoting prices easy. Be ready
to support them with a demo or special pricing for bigger deals, and respond to their
questions within a few hours max. When you do your part in supporting your channel
partners, you'll make it easier for them to sell your products.
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